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Publishable Executive Summary
The abstract of application usability may be described as services. Services are loosely coupled functions,
tied together. In the interconnected world of systems this is already the fact for cloud base systems. For
embedded systems on other hand, this has instead promoted a different deployment model. The traditional
embedded solution was one feature provided as one isolated stand-alone system. Unfortunately, this is not
acceptable for several reasons (energy consumption, costs complexity, etc.) For modern embedded system
the scope is to deploy features as a combination of services and the collaborating environment is a local
cloud (or fog).
This is enabled via the design pattern Service Oriented Architectures (SOAs). Classical SOA is not
acceptable for integrating embedded multi-core devices in a safe and secure manner since it lacks
characteristics in context of dependability requirements demanded by embedded critical applications. The
dependable Service Oriented Architecture (dSOA) is the intended solution in this delivery. Section 2
describes the scope of work.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Objective and scope of the document

This formal delivery document should report the design principles and guidelines for architecture support
for runtime assessments. It is the result from the elaborations within T1.6 concerning safety and fault
tolerant concepts for runtime support for Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) of embedded systems.
According to the DoW the EMC2 project will in Task 1.6 focus on Safety and Fault tolerant concepts for
SOA Embedded system Architectures. This also involves the specific work related to ST1.6.1 on safety
concepts on architectural levels.
One fundamental view of this topic is the Service Oriented Architectures, SOA. To enable Safety
involves various concerns. An additional concern is the mixed criticality. The system will hereby, support
both safety components and non-safety components. This will affect system operation management,
maintenance and diagnosis services enabling fault tolerant system operation thus supporting system
properties like e.g. availability, robustness, reliability, fail safe operation, dependability. One main target
of this task is already mentioned, the special challenges regarding functional safety in EMC2 systems and
SOA.
For traditional systems, applications are often statically scheduled as if they would be located on a single
core. The aim in EMC2 is to develop a more dynamic approach, which are not supported or even
prohibited by current safety standards.
The project’s assertion that multi-core systems pose special requirements on certification guides the task.
One main challenge is to show the independence of elements required for ASIL decomposition as
proposed for example in ISO 26262 for EMC2 systems with shared memory spaces and for mixed
criticality. In general sharing the volume (typical time or location) is managed by dedicated volume for
selected safety component. Hereby safe partition is established.
From the view of SOA this cover issues related with dynamic reconfiguration, and also the actual
existence of multiple cores. It will include the application of cooperating task in order to evaluate with
respect to the safety of a system.

1.2

Structure of the deliverable report

This delivery is reporting the subtask SP1.6.1 of T1.6 Safety concepts on architectural levels. The report
starts with a walk through section 2 with an overview on SOA toward EMC2. Here with the scope on the
automotive domain in general, and involving the concept of dependable Service oriented Architecture
(dSOA). The section is concluded in section 3. Section 4 provides links with references.
Person-

2. Safe and Dependable Service Architecture
2.1

Defining scope to target, functionality for SOA

A SOA is abstracting applications by defining “functional snippets” that will provide useful value. This
useful value is generalized in the sense that is it might provide more flexible usage or multi-purpose
usability. A set of services is possible to be combined to define a specific “application”. In case of static
configuration, the set of services are bound statically before online. In cases with autonomy the services
are instead able to be bound on the fly and later reconfigured if needed. A reconfiguration may be to
handle a malfunction or to perform an optimization of the system.
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In the safety case, the system that is certified requires to be isolated from any type of external impact.
This system is then the object for verification.
The runtime guidelines are required to include both temporal as spatial portioning. The motivation for this
is according to mixed criticality. Mixed criticality services that are not correctly designed with good
partition may interfere with other safety-critical services. When services share the same resources,
unpredictable things may happen. Services of lower criticality can, for example, overwrite memory. If a
service overwrites data of another service, the other service might behave unpredictably. Spatial
partitioning [53], i.e. encapsulation/integrity of data, can avoid these types of issues, and is important to
avoid this type of failures to propagate to safety-critical services.

2.2

Mixed-Criticality

Mixed-criticality system is able to execute both safety and non-safety software components. Both types
are executed on the same hardware platform without risk for interference. To co-exist they must not affect
the isolation or the partitioning of the two critical instances. A safe system is definitely deterministic but a
real time system might not be safety.
Executing software that is non-critical in the same system where safety software is executed requires
fulfilment of specific requirements. Any resource that are representing sensors, actuators, time, memory,
storage, cores, etc. are accessed by both non-safety and safety tasks. The specific requirement is that any
task that is safe shall be isolated and partitioned to ensure any risk for interference. The scope in this
report is how services based systems may manage the mixed criticality criteria. The requirement is then to
protect the operation of one critical component from any kind of faults and from any other critical level
component. It is significant to handle components differently when they are defined with different
criticality levels. According to Alan Burns et. Al [52], such protection of all components need to be
engineered to the strict standards.
The core rule with safety-critical system is to have a common strategy for approaching safety lifecycle
activities like initial concept, design, implementation, operation and maintenance.
The safety standards are required to be considered as integrated in the design architecture of the SOA. As
an example the ISO 26262 divides the functional safety of the road vehicles into four safety levels, aka
Automotive Safety Integrity Levels (ASILs). The ASILs considers the level of severity, probability of
exposure, and controllability. The Severity is broken into four levels ranging from no injuries to lifethreatening injuries. Probability of exposure (i.e. failure) is broken into five levels ranging from
incredible (very unlikely) to high probability. Controllability by the driver is broken into four levels,
ranging from Controllable in general to Difficult to control or uncontrollable.
The consequence is that the architecture must provide a framework for managing the various level of
safety, as it will transport and manage all kind of software (code and data).

2.3

Run time design principles of safety SOA

This section is defining the general description of the services required. Safety cannot be ensured unless
security and reliability is ensured. This section describes how these properties are addressed in SOAstandards.

2.3.1 Services with a common data model
The messaging model refers to the mechanism getting the services to interact with each other through
messages. Basically this is defining that managing services include parsing, generating and validating
data. The criterion involves the interaction pattern, Quality of Service (QoS) and data format. QoS
concerns both security and reliable management depending on criticality level. Simplifying the data
model, the services require having a common data format and to use parse/generate tools and validation
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tools. A consequence is then one tool and structure for all the communication. A level of flexibility is
needed since values, including parameters and variable data, seldom are static. They change over time.
Data is additionally validated according to schemes for two reasons; first, a service consumer may use to
generate a message that a service provider understand in terms of structure. Also verifies that the received
data is of correct data types. Secondly, the service provider may validate that the return messages
received is valid to provide safety against bogus values.
Examples of protocols that provide these features are SOAP or REST WebService. Communication is not
always done through one-way transmissions, and there are a couple of common interaction patterns.
Request/reply interaction is the pattern where the service requester sends a request and waits for a reply.
Request/callback interaction is similar, but the requester does not wait for a response, instead is called on
when the response arrives. Asynchronous Store-and-Forward messaging is an architecture where the
requester puts the request in a persistent queue. This allows the requester to continue working while the
queue reliable delivers the message. The publish/subscribe paradigm enables services to subscribe on
event types, and receive notifications when a service generates those events.

2.3.2 Services with a common message framework
A general framework for common service management is required. Any services need support to send
relevant messages to any other service. Messages also include non-functional properties or
elements typical security tokens, timing constraints etc. Side note, it might be good to be able to specify
intermediary notes.
The data model is important so that services understand each other. The service provider needs it to
accept and generate data values according to its service contract. The service consumer needs it to send
and receive the correct data type. This means that SOA needs a way of parse, generate and validate data.
By using a common data format, one type of tool is needed instead of using different tools for different
services. The validation checks which elements and attributes are allowed in the document, and what
order and relation between the elements that are allowed. By using the validating document, parsers can
recognize errors, and data generators have knowledge of how data should be generated. If the data format
is not common on the other hand, developers need to extract/generate the information in specific ways for
each service they create. This is bad for composite services that might need to create several tools.

2.3.3 Services with a service contract
This enables services to find a service based on what it provides. It tells the consumer how to use it, if it
can use it and where it can be found. Examples of contracts are WSDL (in relation with SOAP) or WADL
(in relation with REST) or IDL. A service should not only be able to locate run-time service instances, but
also manage storage and look up service contracts. Furthermore, adding taxonomies so that services can
be categorized to enable better searching capabilities (yellow-page structured register).

2.3.4 Services locating service contracts
This means that there must be a common way to find service contracts (not just run-time service
instances). This could be anything as simple as broadcasting them (very static) to UDDI (very dynamic).
There is a trade-off between simplicity and sophistication. Examples of lookup services are UDDI or Web
Services (CoRE link). Choosing the service contract register consider a trade-off between simplicity and
sophistication. A pragmatic and also a very static approach, is applied by letting the service provider send
the contract to the service consumer directly. An additional dynamical approach is to use a WSDLrepository. Besides being a repository of WSDL documents, it may provide service notifications and
better searching techniques. UDDI is an increased level more sophisticated and is hereby dynamic but
instead lacking the simplicity.

2.3.5 Services support on security
This is an indirect topic for this deliverable. It is concerned as a design requirement. Security includes the
properties of confidentiality, integrity, and authentication. Privacy and confidentiality implies non-
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interception of communication including reading of the actual data, and ensuring the encryption. Integrity
combines the encryption and the signature mechanisms to protect from data that is altered. Authentication
confirms the identification of the service, and hereby prevents malicious services that unauthorized might
harm the system. Several mechanisms are available to ensure security properties but not always usable in
resource constrained components or even more likely unsuitable in embedded real-time systems. Wireless
network communication is definitely a specific topic not in scope for this deliverable. Wireless network
communication increases the risk for attacks to consider, e.g. jamming attacks where attackers drops the
signal strength.
The major issue for dynamic systems is security. The main questions are;
 what code,
 from whom,
 may run on what system,
 when,
 with what resources and
 with what access to the system?
It is up to the runtime system to ensure that however these questions are answered, the runtime can ensure
that system is only used in accordance to those answers. There are five major aspects that are important
for the runtime assessment: identification, authorization, permissions, monitoring, and enforcement.
These can be addressed in turn.
2.3.5.1 Identification
Identification has two sides, the source of code and data to be used on the system and the system itself. In
general, identity certificates can be used to determine who is who. The X.509 encryption standard
provides an adequate means of creating and managing such certificates. A certificate authority provide a
positive means of identifying to whom a certificate belongs.
A certificate can be used to demonstrate that some information has been provided by the owner of the
certificate. Each certificate carries public key within, which can be used to decode information provided
by the owner of the certificate that has been encrypted with the owner's private key. The central problem
is to ensure that no one other than the certificate owner can access the private key.
For identifying an organization, this is not so difficult; but for a device, this is more of a problem. An
organization can keep a private certificate under lock and key. It generally has full control over its
servers. Devices on the other hand are sold and distributed. It is much more likely that a device might be
opened and the private key duplicated to another device. Some hardware-based mechanism is needed to
shield private keys from prying eyes.
Being able to identify both organizations and devices, one has a means of distinguishing from whom code
can come and where it runs, but this is just the beginning. Identification verification needs to happen
whenever connections are made between devices or devices and servers and when code is run on the
system. Once identified, authorization can take place.
2.3.5.2 Authorization
Authorization is needed for validating services, devices and code. After identifying the source or
destination of a message, one can decide whether or not to act upon the message. Likewise, once one
knows from where code comes one can decide whether that code may run on the current device or not.
This entails checking signatures against recognized certificate authorities. This can be done with direct
authorization, i.e., the system can recognize a key directly as being authorized, or one has a chain of trust
from some source of authorization. In the second case, one may recognize any signature that has been
signed by a known authorization agent. Again the X.509 standard provides means for doing this.
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2.3.5.3 Permissions
Permissions are the next step. The system requires both a means of associating a set of permissions with
each certificate and a means of ensuring that code signed with a given certificate cannot use any API for
which it does not have the requisite permissions. A single example of such a system is the mapping
between users and files system and execution permissions provided by many operating systems. This is a
relatively coarse grain system that can only provide limitations at process boundaries. SELinux provides a
bit more enforcement on top of the base Linux capabilities, but this is still process based. The Java
security model provides a much finer grained differentiation that works with a process. The main point is
to have such a system that meets the security requirements of the system. The more general the system
definition the more encompassing the system needs to be.
2.3.5.4 Monitoring
No system is completely immune to penetration. System monitoring should be used to ensure that only
the expected processes run on the system and they remain responsive. Of course, in a dynamic system,
such expectations must be managed. As the application palate changes, the system needs to update its list
of expected applications and behaviour. For this, a means of validating configurations is necessary as
well.
2.3.5.5 Enforcement
Permission checking can be used to deny access, but not to limit rates. This is particularly true of CPU
use. Here, it is not enough to monitor how much each CPU time each process or task is using, but also to
ensure that when given limits are reach, that the application in question can be throttled back.
In general, a thread can either be running or not. Any rate limitation has to be based on some period of
measurement. For example, if a thread should not be able to use more than 10% of the CPU, this has to be
translated into a fraction of the measurement period. The short the period, the more enforcement costs,
but also the more responsive the system is. For realtime tasks, the enforcement should be based on the
tasks deadline. For other tasks, it is less critical.
Once a given CPU use, often referred to as cost, has been reached within a given period, one would like
to stop the thread until the next period. Though this can be done for full processes, it is dangerous in
general. Just stopping a thread that holds a lock can cause deadlock, therefore it is better to reduce its
priority to below all other threads in the system. Then it can continue to make progress, but more
importantly, it can continue to take part in priority inversion avoidance mechanisms, such a priority
inheritance. This allows resource to be timely released even in enforcement mode.
2.3.5.6 Portability
These basic mechanisms need to be supplied by the platform for dynamic multi-critical systems to be
viable. There are many ways for these services to be provided, but they become more attractive with a
standardized runtime environment. This means either standardizing on one CPU architecture and
operating system or employing virtual machine technology. A Java byte-code based infrastructure, with
deterministic garbage collection, could provide these services independent of the underlying OS and
processor, especially since OSGi provides much of the necessary framework for dynamic code
replacement.

2.3.6 Services support on reliability
This is an indirect topic for this deliverable. It is concerned as a design requirement but not covered in
this text. In the case of mixed-critical systems, the scope is to consider fault handling to avoid unwanted
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consequences on unexpected events. Here is the isolation part of critical partitions relevant. The critical
part requires protecting (and part of certified) from a gate keeper preventing (stopping from propagating)
external fault injection.
Reliability in SOA is typically concerning the reliability of messaging. Reliable messaging include that
messages that are sent are guaranteed to be delivered without duplicates and in the same message order.
This is typically provided by TCP on the delivery channel, however that does not guarantee these
properties for the end-user.
To provide reliable messaging to the end-user messages can have message IDs, sequence numbers, and
acknowledgements, it should also be able to be retransmitted if necessary [1]. A service initiator starts by
sending a sequence of messages to another service. The other service acknowledge which messages it
have received. If the initiator sees in the acknowledgement that a transmitted message haven’t been
received, the initiator retransmit that message only.
The different type of delivery guarantees are such as at most once, at least once, exactly once, and in
order. Both the at most once and the in order is to guarantees duplicates. Both the at least once and the
exactly once guarantees delivery of the message. The in order means that the messages are received in the
same sequence order as sent.

2.3.7 Realtime embedded systems
The SOA may require managing the whole range from realtime to non-realtime systems. The static
planned scheduling approach for critical tasks is a pragmatic angle for certification (resources as time
allocations for task are pre-determined). The cyclic approach uses a periodic task model (any task type are
handled and periodically executed). Harmonic task periods are suitable to simplify the complexity in both
time and space. Achieve by temporal isolation requiring task with lower level of criticality are unable to
interfere with task of higher level of criticality. Period lengths must be non-decreasing, i.e. supporting
tasks of higher level of criticality with shorter period than those of lower critical level. This might affect
design of tasks by splitting high level critical task into several subtasks.
Determinism is an important feature in real-time systems. With determinism, the next state of the system
and associated hardware is predictable. In the SOA this requires that the local cloud need to execute on
top of real-time operating system (RTOS), where on other hand other tasks might be scheduled to execute
on a generic OS. Analogous, the SOA must hereby transparently manage the mixed-criticality,
accordingly to how the real-time tasks are managed in relation to criticality.
The safety services and safe tasks are executed on the Safety RTOS that runs isolated from other non-safe
services or software. The non-safe software runs isolated on some regular OS, typical the Linux operating
system or Android system.
A common task-model is to divide tasks into groups by their criticality, and that each task has a period,
deadline and execution time. For critical services, it hereby requires to include level of criticality, and
execution time (or deadline) in the service contract. This defines the type of mixed-criticality properties
that a service describes and their constraint on system usage.

2.4

Binding services and its protocol

The abstracted service uses a protocol defining the characteristics of the services. These characteristics
are then parameters in the process of binding services. The complexity of the protocol depends on how
autonomous the binding of services are. In other words services must have a common data model,
meaning that services are able to parse, generate and validate data.
Further is it important to keep the data model and the parser simple and compact. This is hereby leading
to a requirement for common data formats instead of complex parse/generate tools and validation tools.
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Only one solution/component is used for the entire communication. A service also need to parse and
generate data over life time, since values often are not static (variables changes over time). Additionally,
the service need to validate data i.e. use a schema of two reasons. The first reason is to enable the service
consumer to generate messages that a service provider understand, in terms of structure. This will also
make sure that the service provider sends correct data types, meaning that the data representation is
correct when received and does not inflict any unwanted behaviour. The second reason is that the
provider may schema to validate that the messages that are received are correct and do not does not
provide any security violation with bogus values.
Additionally, services require a common message framework. Herby the service is able to send messages
and interact with any other service. The message will include non-functional properties/elements such as
security tokens, maximal execution time etc. As a precaution it is recommended to specify intermediary
notes.
To enable services to locate services on basis of what it provides, services must have a service contract.
This is needed to verify how the servicer is used and if it can use it. To ensure that the services are able to
find service contracts requires that there is a common method to locate service contracts (not just run-time
service instances). A simple static method as broadcasting the contracts or more advanced dynamic
methods such UDDI. Here is a trade-off between simplicity and sophistication. Safety precaution is to add
safety parameters to the service protocol. This is to indicate portioning and isolation.

2.4.1 Safety services validation
In the case of the binding of safety services, compounded services, it is required that services are tied
together statically and off-line. It is accepted to execute the validation during runtime. When the setup is
validated as a safe configuration the compound service is enabled and on-line. The processes hereby
require that all valid compound services are assured before released in an online system. Once assured the
specific assurance ticket is registered and saves as part of each the service component as part of its
protocol. Then when enabled this assurance ticket is verified during the binding procedure. This safe
service is then run isolated in its partition.

2.4.2 Dynamic reconfiguration
In case of a dynamic reconfiguration of the safe service compound the safety systems must go off-line
during the reconfiguration. The new setup is validated and in case of positive result is will go on-line.
Any component service that will have any interaction with non-safe service will handle the interaction via
a safety proxy service. The safety proxy service is validated together with the services but only act as a
robust front to ensure safe interaction with the non-safe system.

2.5

Local cloud

The SOA enables a platform a common virtual embedded platform, the fog. The fog will execute one
instance on each partition. The virtual layer makes the boundary between partitions invisible and an
application running on top will not see the boundaries, regardless if they safe nor non-safe.

2.5.1 Resource Deployment Management Service
This component contains resource and communication mechanisms, and may be divided into
Communication management, Resource Manager Service, and Middleware Naming Service.
The naming Service enables services to register their service, locate other services, and subscribe to other
services. The registry includes one list containing all services in the system, and one list of all
subscriptions. When a service subscribes to a specific service, the registry first tries to locate them in the
service list. If the registry cannot find it the subscription is saved in the subscription list. If a service
subscribes to an available service, it receives a message containing the reference to the service. However,
if a service subscribes to an unavailable service, it will be notified about the reference to the service when
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the service is available (i.e. when it is added at runtime and registered). The registry also has the ability to
remove failed or crashed services from the service list and subscription list.
The Communication Management Service module provides robustness and communication abstraction,
and handles incoming and outgoing messages. Furthermore, it encapsulates the fail-safe module and the
subscription module. It is responsible for; locating the master service, gather incoming messages and send
them to the correct process, synchronizing the system, provide the address to the Naming Service to other
services, and remember registrations and subscriptions for fail safe purpose.
The Dependability and QoS component is divided into a Quality of Service (QoS) manager and a Trace
and Error manager. It provides the basis in terms of safety, stability, reliability, and security. The QoS
manager provides data streaming ability to the services. The Trace and Error manager traces errors and
diagnoses the system, either on each node or globally. The information can thereafter be extracted during
runtime.

2.5.2 SOA for mixed criticality and Extended ECU
The figure below describes the hardware platform with the systems software. The Extended ECU
represents the next generation automotive electronics. Instead of having hundreds of ECU as in a modern
car, the system is represented by a few ECUs. The new electronic device is not only more powerful but
also more flexible to perform various workloads.
The figure visualizes that a system supporting two partitioning, one critical and one non-critical. The
system resources are shared but partitioning is supported by both hardware protection and software
protection. The virtualization platform may actually be implemented differently depending on the
combination of hardware the used features provided by this hard hardware and the virtualization software
taking advantage of the provide hardware support. The services are enabled to be transparent (but safety
isolated) in the local fog.
The general view of how the embedded cloud (Fog) is shown in Figure 1. The system shows that the
multi-core hardware with FPGA, the software platform for virtualization with the operating systems (two
partitions one critical and one non-critical) and the platform sensors and I/O. The fog is the dSOA.
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Figure 1: General view of mixed criticality ECU

2.6

Requirement coverage

The following requirements are touched in section 2.
Requirement ID
TL-REQ-WP01-001
TL-REQ-WP01-002
TL-REQ-WP01-003
TL-REQ-WP01-004
TL-REQ-WP01-005
TL-REQ-WP01-006
TL-REQ-WP01-007
TL-REQ-WP01-008
TL-REQ-WP01-009
TL-REQ-WP01-012
TL-REQ-WP01-013
TL-REQ-WP01-016
TL-REQ-WP01-019
TL-REQ-WP01-020
TL-REQ-WP01-021
TL-REQ-WP01-043
TL-REQ-WP01-059
TL-REQ-WP01-067
TL-REQ-WP01-121
TL-REQ-WP01-122

Short Description
Service oriented architecture interoperability
Service access control
Service discovery
Addition of new services under operation
Service composition
Vertical service deployment
Data aggregator platform safety
Data aggregator platform energy usage and communication efficiency
Data aggregator platform variability and adaptability
Disjoin of processing units
Admission control
Security of reconfiguration
Communication Services
Shared Resources/Services
Deterministic Communication Service
Security and safety co-consideration
Mixed Critical Design and verification
Shared resource identification
Service validity & Data freshness
Service latency
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3. Conclusions
The report considers the design and principles for runtime assessments. for safe and critical SOA is a
potential solution to manage embedded realtime system requirements, dependable requirements, secure
requirements and reliable requirements.
The discussed concept and technologies in this report regarding mixed criticality managed by adding
isolation and portioning for both temporal as well as spatial, is concluded to be a valid approach. The
suggestion on system that provides shared hardware but parted execution is acceptable. The method to
handle cross-over communication activities between critical and non-critical execution is managed.
Reconfiguration technology to enable critical services is technically doable but it required strong safety
design consideration to ensure non-breaking safety assurance regulation.
The design principles on security for dynamic systems are required to ensure safety. The principals are
discussed on authorization, permissions, monitoring, enforcement and portability. The assessment is
acceptable guideline to ensure safety from the security perspective.
A mixed critical system must be able to provide support for both realtime tasks and non-realtime tasks.
The co-existence is an add-on requirement on the mixed-critical system. The recommended guidelines
covers the topic with relevance.
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5. Abbreviations
Table 1: Abbreviations
Abbreviation
EMC2
µKernel
SOA
WSDL
SOAP
REST

ECU

Meaning
Embedded multi-core systems for mixed criticality applications in dynamic
and changeable real-time environments
Micro-Kernel
Service Oriented Architecture
Web Services Description Language
Simple Object Access Protocol
Representational State Transfer
Engine Control Unit or Electronic Control Unit
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